Be Confident in a Fully
Digital Education Experience

We’ve got you covered. Flexible digital solutions
give you what you need when you need it.
The comprehensive online teaching and
learning environment from Stride gives teachers
access to a fully digital education experience.
Our platform provides students with:
• Age-appropriate interfaces for K–5 and 6–12
• A smart video-based tool for live class
sessions via Newrow
• Powerful integrated resources and tools
• And a highly interactive K–12 core digital
curriculum where most required materials
are provided via digital delivery.

24/7 SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES AND TEACHERS
Access live technical support and academic
support with our certified teachers 24/7 via chat,
phone, and video conference.
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Our Teacher-friendly Learning Environment
The Stride Learning Solutions platform is designed to help ease the transition to online learning
for teachers, no matter your technology comfort level. A streamlined system with built-in flexibility
supports teachers in making online teaching success a reality.
Our dynamic, unified system helps teachers:
• Manage student schedules
• Create class announcements
• Rearrange scope and sequence
• Customize lessons: hide, skip, add new
• Schedule live class sessions via Newrow
• Track student progress
• Utilize the gradebook
• View assessment results, including item analysis reports
• Access more than 20K leveled eBooks through the Big Universe™ digital library
• Personalize learning with the Stride Skills Arcade rewards-based, adaptive practice tool
• Feel confident and supported in online learning through Stride Training

Live Virtual Instruction with the Newrow platform
optimizes teaching and learning with:
• A digital whiteboard for engaging,
interactive lessons
• The ability to add live lesson links to
student schedules
and landing pages
• Recording capabilities
• Screensharing to facilitate easier
lesson delivery
• Breakout rooms for small group
work and conferencing
• Live quizzes

K–5 Teacher View

Course and Class Management
Curriculum is key to the online
classroom experience. In the K–5
and 6–12 platforms,
teachers have the ability to modify
courses to suit their needs. This
includes rearranging the scope
and sequence, and hiding,
skipping, or adding new lessons.
These tools provide teachers with
flexibility in assigning lessons to
each student’s daily plan.

K–5 Teacher View

Live Class Session Scheduling and Management
Teachers have flexibility in
scheduling new sessions or
managing existing sessions.
The scheduling tool lets you
specify a whole class session
or identify specific students
for targeted skill work in a
small group.

K–5 Student Experience

Reports and Tracking
A variety of key reports enable teachers to track student and class progress, assessment scores,
logins, and more.

6–12 Teacher Views
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